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A cookbook showcasing 80 recipes for typically the most popular of the world's healthiest
vegetables--kale, cauliflower, broccoli, brussels sprouts, cabbage, leafy greens, and
more--tailored to support special diet plans such as gluten-free, dairy-free of charge, vegetarian,
and vegan. When roasted, Brussels sprouts reveal an inherent sweetness. The rising popularity
of brassicas isn't only due to their extraordinary health benefits and "superfood" status, but also
the realization they can flavor delicious when properly ready. pan brings about its best
attributes. But in modern times, a transformation has happened. Kale has taken the world by
storm and there's hardly a cafe left that doesn't have cauliflower on the menu. While a small
group of people staunchly adored them, most People in america were not as fond of the
vegetables formerly referred to as "cruciferous" (who doesn't remember a bowl of stinky boiled
cabbage or President Bush's condemnation of broccoli? Brassicas shows home cooks how to
bring out the flavors of the vegetables without death-by-boiling or burial under a blanket of
cheese.For a long period, brassicas had a mixed status. Watercress and arugula add a delightful
peppery punch to salads. Caramelizing cauliflower in the sauté). Celebrating natural flavors
instead of masking them, Brassicas both inspires cooks in addition to arms them with
appetizing new methods to increase their vegetable usage.
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Transformative! My family of four would eat the green coffee beans or salad I served because
they had to and because they understood it was good for them, nonetheless it wasn’t a highlight
of our meal. However, my idea of a good meal was an elaborate main program with the veggie
dish as an after thought. We consider myself a fairly good home cook. We'd a pretty limited
repertoire of vegetables that I served and my family would consume.Laura Russell’s Brassicas
book has completely transformed just how I cook and my family eats. (It really is hard to simply
pick out several recipes – I really like them all up to now).So far we enjoyed:Kale & As the
vegetables are so delicious, we have been eating a lot more of them. I would never purchase a
cookbook about my Kindle once again. The seemingly obvious that can nevertheless get
missed is normally how these quality recipes don't sacrifice healthfulness with regard to
achieving tastiness. Not only do we have about ten brand-new vegetables that people now eat
regularly (kohlrabi, mizuna, tatsoi, turnips, collard greens, etc), however the brassica dish may be
the highlight of the food.I know Laura's cooking techniques have improved the presentation of
these old favorites! A lot of the recipes could be partially prepared ahead of time and the last
techniques can be achieved quickly before serving. Laura Russell will a great job of pointing out
what could be prepared forward, what substitutions can be made, and what could be offered
with the dish. I’ve found this useful because I’m frequently driving my kids from activities before
dinner. Greatest Cookbook for Vegetables! This is a fantastic cookbook. Originally I found this
book in my regional library and tried a few of the recipes. After trying a few of the quality recipes
I was hooked and purchased a copy to possess. The publication is well written and the
photographs are beautiful. The recipes are simple and straight forward. Probably the most
wonderful thing about this reserve is that it has allowed me to try vegetables that before I would
do not have even considered preparing in the home. I've prepared over fifty percent of the
recipes since my initial buy and intend to cook them all. I really like this book and have gifted
copies to friends and family. We bought this reserve a little over per month ago because we are
trying to eat a better variety of vegetables. Three had been luscious leafy greens (kale, spinach,
& sauté instructions got me out of the "steam it" rut I fell into - esp. She organizes the recipes
into types of brassicas -- cauliflower, greens, etc, for easy navigation. There's a good health tips
section in the trunk written by a nutritionist. Some medications or circumstances warrant
thoughtful usage of this family of vegetables and the addendum addresses this.I had 7 servings
of veggies + fruits today! gorgeous cookbook inspiring to skilled and beginner cooks alike great
book with so many great recipes that my copy is bookmarked on nearly every page.If this
cookbook doesn't get you taking in something green at least twice a day, nothing at all
will!some of they recipes have become family favorites - namely the cauliflower with mint,
peppers and pine nuts, or the green olive and caper sauce that accompanies another cauliflower
recipe but which could be used with any number of veggies or even pasta or meat Inspirational!
In an era when therefore many recipes can be found online, that is a cookbook worth owning.
kale once again!Roasting &My husband (hates new stuff!) and may be more challenging to
access try new tastes than my kids! Not my best buy. I've been producing Brussels sprouts for
years but almost always by adding significant fat and calorie consumption (usually butter or
pork). The directions for cooking new veggies are explicit. It's possible to jump in at any chapter
(even if you have never bought a few of these before!) and actually succeed the 1st time!!
Generally, our meals include a delicious brassica recipe from Laura Russell’s book, served along
a straightforward piece of fish, steak, or chicken. broccoli as part of your before - every recipe
has been great &I also benefit from the way the reserve is written.), that i might have eaten a few
times a week previously. The dishes aren't rocket science, but the photos are beautiful and the



flavor mixtures are spot on. w/ broccoliKale sauté w/ nice potatoes - deliciousKale veggie
wrapsLemon broccoli 'chop' salad w/ chickpeas!Broccoli frittata - breakfast heaven- also
amazing w/ asparagusCollard greens w/ fried eggsAnd for the first time I've bought &
produced:***Winey mushrooms w/ broccolini***Cauliflower - roasted, "riced" & au gratin***grilled
Baby Bok Choy w/ miso-butter ( I added mini bell peppers & cashews )I'm operating up my
bravery to buy additional greens, turnips, & Brussels sprouts for the very first time in my life (!)
Clever recipes I read about this reserve in The Oregonian, Portland. I've only made two recipes
so far, but both were excellent, and not difficult. I am self-confident that the others will please as
well. There are sufficient photos, and the directions are an easy task to follow.!I hope that should
you purchase this, you will expand your enjoyment of the vegetables. Health insurance and
Good Taste get together! The ingredients aren't exotic. I've even gotten adventurous more than
enough to include a TX twist to some of our fresh favorites! It really is great cookbook for these
vegetables It really is great cookbook for these vegetables. Prepared the sprouts with the
alternate suggestion of balsamic vinegar---next period around will go the white wine vinegar
path and compare.Some of my family’s favorite recipes are the Kale chips, the Kale and Sweet
Potato Sauté, Tatsoi and Blueberry Salad, Grilled Baby Bok Choy with Miso Butter, and the Boke
Bowl Cauliflower and Brussels Sprout Salad with Thai Vinaigrette. has in fact started requesting
if something brand-new came "from Laura'"? I suspect this tool will be utilized often. Recently
prepared the Roasted Brussels Sprouts with Parmesan Crust and Lemony Broccoli Chop, as side
dishes. Five Stars Excellent cookbook. During the past I simply steamed them with butter, that is
good however now this book has exposed a whole new method of looking at these vegetables.
Five Stars great cookbook I would never buy a cookbook about my Kindle again ... I would
estimate that we eat twice as many servings of vegetables/time than before we found out this
reserve. I found it very tough to follow the dishes on the pages, but I will buy the book in reserve
form. The variety of ways to prepare and present the brassicas are spectacular. Five Stars
Beautiful book. Fast shipping, as expected. Recommend seller. I ate the reserve and read the
broccoli- instructions unclear. Lovely recipes. Recommend seller. I really like me some greens
This is an extremely well written and informative book. I really like me some greens!!!Everyone
offers eaten every recipe I've cooked out of this book & I'm a more experience cook than this
reserve is created for. I don't look for a lot in right here that I'd use.
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